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Abstract

%e one-act Sanskrit drama Madhyama-vyāyoga or “%e Middle Brother” attri-
buted to Bhāsa describes an oedipal encounter between the Pā

˙
n
˙
dava hero Bhı̄ma-

sena and his half-demon son Gha
˙
totkaca.%e author utilizes subtle techniques of

word choice and strategic repetition of key words, particularly sad
˚
ŕsa ‘like, similar,’

to hint at the underlying similarity of the superficially unlike pair. %is keyword
technique, which is found only sporadically in Sanskrit, is compared to similar
techniques in other literatures, particularly the Leitwortstil characteristic of Biblical
Hebrew.
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Introduction:$e Middle Brother

%e Middle Brother (Madhyama-vyāyoga; hereafter MV) was first pub-
lished in  by T. Ga

˙
napati Śāstr̄ı, who discovered a manuscript in

Trivandrum containing it together with twelve other previously unknown
Sanskrit dramas. Although the manuscripts did not mention the name of
the author, these plays were attributed by him to the legendary poet Bhāsa
who was already known from laudatory references in the works of later
poets including Kālidāsa and Bā

˙
na but whose works had been hitherto

undiscovered. Ga
˙
napati Śāstr̄ı’s attribution was based on various circum-

stantial grounds, for example, the reference by the later critic Rājaśekhara
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to a play by Bhāsa entitled Svapnavāsavadatta, which is the title of one of
the thirteen “Trivandrum plays.”

Following his editio princeps of , Ga
˙
napati Śāstr̄ı published in 

a revised edition of the MV on the basis of a second manuscript, together
with his own commentary. Since Ga

˙
napati Śāstr̄ı’s pioneering works, the

MV has been republished many times. Among the more noteworthy edi-
tions are those of Devadhar (: –) and especially Brückner
(–).%e latter is the first fully documented edition giving a clear
and complete account of the two extant manuscripts (TVM [= Trivan-
drum]  and TRIP [= Tripunithura] ) and their variants. Although
as the editor candidly admits (Brückner p. ), these manuscripts “do not
really help to improve the text as found in the existing editions,” her edition
nevertheless does succeed in clarifying the hitherto obscure textual status
and publication history of the MV.1

%e MV has been translated by numerous authors into English and var-
ious other languages. Important English translations include those by Jan-
vier () and Woolner and Sarup (: –).2 It has also been
translated into Italian by Pavolini () and German by Brückner ().
All of the published translations seem to have been influenced, directly or
indirectly, by the learned and insightful commentary of Ga

˙
napati Śāstr̄ı

(), although this has not been generally acknowledged by the transla-
tors.

Ga
˙
napati Śāstr̄ı’s attribution of theMV and the twelve other Trivandrum

plays to the legendary Bhāsa has by no means gone unchallenged, and
in fact remains a major point of controversy in Sanskrit literary history
even now; see for example Pusalker : – and, for a recent summary,
Brückner : –. For example, Sukthankar (–: –)
was already able to cite in  no less than fifty-two opinions on the
issue, the large majority of them in favor of the attribution to Bhāsa.
Nevertheless, a recent authority (Brückner –: ) concludes that
“%e arguments initially advanced by Ga

˙
napati Śāstr̄ı in favour of Bhāsa’s

authorship and an early date for all the thirteen dramas are not tenable ….
%ere is no positive evidence that a pre-Kālidāsa dramatist called ‘Bhāsa’ is
the author of any of them.”

1) Citations from the MV in this paper will follow the text (with some adjustments to
standard modern orthography of Sanskrit) and verse numbering in Brückner’s edition,
unless otherwise indicated.
2) Further English translations are cited in Brückner : .
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%us the issue of authorship is, it would seem, insoluble on the basis
of the available evidence, although the skepticism expressed by Brückner,
among others, as to their attribution to the legendary Bhāsa seems to be
justified. Although the subject continues to be brought up occasionally,
much of the more recent scholarship on the plays has focused on more
fruitful areas on research. Manuscript and textual studies have been pur-
sued recently by Heidrun Brückner (–, ) and her student
Anna Aurelia Esposito (–).3 %e sources of the plays, their rela-
tionship to the Sanskrit epics, and the innovations introduced by their
author have been addressed by various authors,4 most notably by Brück-
ner (), who breaks new ground in developing, among other important
points, her “%ese von der Selbständigkeit und künstlerischen Freiheit des
Dichters” (p. ).%e contemporary Kū

˙
tiya

˙
t
˙
tam performance tradition of

the “Bhāsa” plays in Kerala has recently been comprehensively documented,
again by Brückner (, esp. p. ) and HeikeMoser-Achuthath (–
).

Although important advances have been achieved in these and other
recent works on the Trivandrum plays, it remains true that, as Brückner
(–:  n. ) observes, “Detailed literary analyses and apprecia-
tions of the dramas are still wanting.” %is article is an attempt to address
that lacuna with regard to one of them, namely the Madhyama-vyāyoga,
and will not be further concerned with the issues of authorship, dating,
and the like which in the past have dominated scholarship in this field. My
purpose is rather to examine some of the finer points of the verbal and dra-
matic techniques of the author, be he Bhāsa or some later unknown figure,
in order to show how the play, for all its superficial simplicity, is in fact
a small masterpiece of considerable subtlety and complexity.5 %e MV is
a very short play in one act with  or  verses (see n. ) and interven-
ing prose passages covering no more than five or six folios in manuscript
form (Brückner –: , ) or about twenty printed pages. Its

3) %ese two articles, plus a third by another of Brückner’s students (Moser-Achuthath
–) were published together under the heading “Études sur le theater de ‘Bhāsa’ ”
in Bulletin d’études indiennes, vol. –.
4) See below (“Sources of the Plot”).
5) %is study uses approaches and concepts—particularly the notion of “key words”—
similar to those which were applied to Aśvagho

˙
sa’s Saundarananda-mahākāvya in Salomon

; see the further discussion in the last section of this article. Like that article, this one is
a revision and updating of a project originally carried out many years ago but not published
until now.
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brevity, and the resulting apparent (but largely illusory) simplicity of plot
and development makes it a suitable object for detailed structural analy-
sis.6

Plot Summary

Like the other Trivandrum plays, the MV opens with a benediction (verse
) invoking Hari (Vi

˙
s
˙
nu) sung by the stage manager (sūtradhāra), who

then hears a cry backstage (naipathye). He identifies the voice as that
of a brahman being harassed by the son of “the middle Pā

˙
n
˙
dava” (i.e.

Bhı̄masena) and the demoness Hi
˙
dimbā—that is, the half-human, half-

demon Gha
˙
totkaca (–).

Here ends the Prologue (sthāpanā), whereupon enters the brahmanKeśa-
vadāsa with his wife and three sons, and Gha

˙
totkaca in hot pursuit of them.

%e brahman (regularly called “old man,” v
˚
rddha, in the stage directions)

and his sons in succession by age each recite a verse describing Gha
˙
totkaca’s

awful appearance (–). Gha
˙
totkaca then asks rhetorically why the brah-

man is fleeing from him (), explaining that he must do his dreadful deed
(akāryam) because it is his mother’s command (). In the ensuing dialogue
the brahman, his wife (brāhma

˙
nı̄), and their eldest son (prathama) ponder

their plight in the forest, where no one dwells except ascetics (). %en
the father remembers that the Pā

˙
n
˙
davas are living somewhere in the nearby

wilderness (). But the eldest son informs him in the ensuing prose dia-
logue that the Pā

˙
n
˙
davas have gone away temporarily to attend a sacrifice,

leaving behind only their “Middle Brother” (madhyama, i.e. Bhı̄masena) to
guard their āśrama; and that he too for the moment has gone off somewhere
to do his exercises (vyāyāma).

%e brahman then decides as a last resort to throw himself at the mercy
of Gha

˙
totkaca, asking him if there is any way that he might let them go.

Gha
˙
totkaca explains that he must bring a human for his demon mother to

eat, and advises the brahman to surrender one of his sons in order to rescue
the rest of his family (). %e brahman protests that he can do no such
thing (), but Gha

˙
totkaca warns him that the price of his refusal would be

the destruction of his whole family (). %e elderly brahman then offers
to sacrifice himself (), as does his wife, but Gha

˙
totkaca refuses their offers

on the grounds that his mother would not care for the flesh of a woman

6) Perhaps Sukthankar (–: ) had in mind something along these lines when
he remarked that the MV “richly deserves to be more widely known.”
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or an old man.%en each of the three sons in turn offers himself (–).
%e eldest insists that it is his duty to save his father (), but the father is
unable to give up his eldest and dearest son; the mother likewise insists on
saving the youngest of the three, who is her favorite. %e middle brother
(madhyama) then asks, “If my parents don’t want me, who cares for me?”
(pitror ani

˙
s
˙
ta
˙
h kasyedānı̄

˙
m priya

˙
h?). Gha

˙
totkaca answers, “I care for you;

come along right now!” (aha
˙
m prı̄to ’smi, ś̄ıghram āgaccha).

%e middle brother then declares himself fortunate to be able to save his
elders’ lives (), and receives his father’s blessing (). %e elder brother
() and the others say their farewells to him, and he then begs the demon
Gha

˙
totkaca to allow him to take a drink from a nearby pond before he

dies.7 As the father laments the loss of his son in the full flower of his youth
(–), Gha

˙
totkaca grows impatient waiting for the boy to return and

orders the father to call him. %e father refuses to do so, or even to tell
Gha

˙
totkaca the boy’s name.%e elder brother then tells the demon that the

second brother is known as “Middle One” (madhyama), and Gha
˙
totkaca

calls out for him by that name.
%ereupon Bhı̄masena—themiddle brother of the Pā

˙
n
˙
davas—enters the

stage, hearing Gha
˙
totkaca’s voice which reminds him of that of his brother

Dhanañjaya (= Arjuna; ). Gha
˙
totkaca calls out again for “Madhyama,”

and Bhı̄masena sees him and describes his mighty body (). Gha
˙
totkaca

in turn describes Bhı̄masena in similar terms (). Bhı̄masena explains to
Gha

˙
totkaca that he too is known as “Middle One”8 (–).%e brahman

father then realizes that he is Bhı̄masena, the middle Pā
˙
n
˙
dava, come to

rescue his family (). Just then the other “middle brother” returns after

7) %e boy intends to present water offerings to himself as provision for his afterlife, since
he has no sons to do this for him in ancestral śrāddha and tarpa

˙
na rites; this becomes

clear in verse  (asyām ācamya padminyām paraloke
˙
su durlabham / ātmanaivātmano datta

˙
m

padmapatrojjvalañ jalam).%is point has not been made clear by most translators, with the
notable exception of Brückner (“habe ich selbst [die Totenwasserspende] dargebracht”).
8) Bhı̄masena is actually the second of the five Pā

˙
n
˙
dava brothers, and hence strictly speak-

ing not the “Middle One” among them; but he is nevertheless consistently known by
this epithet, not only in this play but also in the Pañcarātra (see n. ). Concerning this
point, Ga

˙
napati Śāstr̄ı explains in his commentary that because Bhı̄ma was the first among

the three middle brothers (Bhı̄ma, Arjuna, and Nakula) out of the five Pā
˙
n
˙
davas, he was

known as “Middle One” (: –; pā
˙
n
˙
davamadhyamasya pā

˙
n
˙
dave

˙
su pañcasu madhya-

masya. yadyapi bhı̄mārjunanakulās trayo ’pi madhyamā
˙
h, tathāpi te

˙
su prāthamyād bhı̄masena

iha madhyamo g
˚
rhyate). Elsewhere, however, he also says that any of the Pā

˙
n
˙
davas except the

eldest, Yudhi
˙
s
˙
thira, and the youngest, Sahadeva, can be called “middle” (p. , pā

˙
n
˙
dave

˙
su

pañcasu yudhi
˙
s
˙
thirasahadevau prathacaramau vihāyānye

˙
sā
˙
m trayā

˙
nā
˙
m sādhāra

˙
nam idam ma-

dhyatvam).
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having performed his own ritual libations (; see n. ). When Gha
˙
totkaca

tries to take the boy away, Bhı̄masena asks the father what is going on.
%e latter introduces himself as Keśavadāsa, explaining that he was on the
way to his maternal uncle’s home when he was attacked by the demon
Gha

˙
totkaca (). Bhı̄masena berates Gha

˙
totkaca for attacking brahmans

() and commands him to release them (), while wondering to himself
why it is that the demon reminds him so much of his nephew Saubhadra (=
Abhimanyu; ). Gha

˙
totkaca refuses, ironically declaring that he would not

release them even if his own father commanded him to ()—not realizing,
of course, that that is exactly what is happening. Bhı̄masena, speaking aside,
admires Gha

˙
totkaca’s obedience to his mother () and asks him who his

mother is. Gha
˙
totkaca replies that she is Hi

˙
dimbā, companion of the great

Pā
˙
n
˙
dava—that is, of Bhı̄masena himself ().
After remarking in another aside on the strange contradictions in Gha-

˙
totkaca’s nature (), Bhı̄masena volunteers to take the brahman boy’s
place, but the boy refuses his offer (). Bhı̄masena insists, and there follows
a confrontation in which Bhı̄masena refuses to follow Gha

˙
totkaca. In the

course of this confrontation Bhı̄masena addresses his adversary as “my
son” (matputra), as the two hurl sarcastic challenges at each other (–
). Gha

˙
totkaca avers that such bravado would be fitting for his father

Bhı̄masena, and Bhı̄masena asks sarcastically what god this father of his is
like (sad

˚
ŕsa
˙
h; ).

In the ensuing battle (–) neither combatant is able to get the better
of the other, even with the aid of magical charms (). Finally, Gha

˙
totkaca

reminds Bhı̄masena of his initial agreement (pūrvasamaya, i.e., his offer to
take the brahman boy’s place), and the two go to Hi

˙
dimbā while the old

brahman sings the praises of Bhı̄masena ().
Hi

˙
dimbā then appears on stage and interrogates her son as to what sort

of man he has brought for her breakfast. Satisfied with his responses, she
agrees to have a look at her intended victim and recognizes her former lover
Bhı̄masena, who likewise immediately recognizes her (). Informed that
Bhı̄masena is his father, Gha

˙
totkaca begs his pardon9 and all are reconciled

(). %e brahman and his family take their leave, and the play concludes
with an invocation of Upendra (= Vi

˙
s
˙
nu; ).

9) At this point another verse, not included in Brückner’s text, appears in the Tripunithura
manuscript only (Brückner –: ). It is identical to verse II. of another “Bhāsa”
play, the Pañcarātra, where it appears in a similar context, and may have been interpolated
from there (cf. n. ).
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Sources of the Plot

Like most of the Trivandrum plays, the MV is based on material from the
Sanskrit epics; specifically, it is one of six Mahābhārata plays, along with
the Pañcarātra, Dūtavākya, Dūtagha

˙
totkaca, Kar

˙
nabhāra, and Urubhaṅga.

As in the others, the author of the MV freely reworked the source mate-
rial, expanding on various incidents and characters of the original. In the
Mahābhārata, Gha

˙
totkaca is a secondary but important character.%e story

of the liaison between the demoness Hi
˙
dimbā and the hero Bhı̄masena

which led to his birth is told in the Hi
˙
dimbāvadha-parvan (chapters –

 of the Ādi-parvan according to the Poona critical edition) in which
Bhı̄ma kills the demon Hi

˙
dimba and arranges a temporary marriage to his

sister Hi
˙
dimbā, who has fallen in love with him. After Gha

˙
totkaca is born

to them, the marriage is dissolved and Bhı̄ma goes on his way. Gha
˙
totkaca

reappears later in an important role in the Gha
˙
totkacavadha-parvan (chap-

ters –) of the Dro
˙
na-parvan, where he battles valiantly on the side

of the Pā
˙
n
˙
davas until he is finally slain by Kar

˙
na.

%e incident which forms the subject matter of the MV, in which
Gha

˙
totkaca harasses a brahman family and is subsequently reunited with

his father, does not occur as such in the Mahābhārata; it has thus been
referred to in one history of Sanskrit literature as “a story which is wholly
invented.”10 Others, however, have pointed out that the story does have
precedents in other sources. Most notably, Pavolini (: –) noted a
striking similarity to the story of the persecution of a brahman family by
a demon in the Bakāsuravadha-parvan of the Mahābhārata (Ādi-parvan
–), an episode which, surely not coincidentally, follows in the epic
immediately after the Hi

˙
dimbavadha-parvan. Although Gha

˙
totkaca does

not figure in the story of the demon Baka, one may well surmise that this
incident, given its proximity in the original epic, inspired the playwright’s
elaboration of the older Gha

˙
totkaca legends.11

10) Dasgupta and De : . Cf. also Unni : p. : “it is generally held that it is
practically the poet’s own invention.”
11) For other suggestions on the origins of the plot of theMV, see Pusalker : – and
the further comments in Brückner : . Ray Chaudhuri (: –) draws attention
to K

˚
r
˙
s
˙
na’s denunciation of Gha

˙
totkaca after his death in the Dro

˙
na-parvan as a “a demon

who hated brahmans and the sacrifice” (brāhma
˙
nadve

˙
s̄ı yajñadve

˙
s̄ı ca rāk

˙
sasa

˙
h), and takes

this to refer to a lost upākhyāna of the Mahābhārata which formed the basis of the MV’s
plot. However, the epithets applied by K

˚
r
˙
s
˙
na to Gha

˙
totkaca can just as well be taken to refer

to Gha
˙
totkaca’s innate demonic nature rather than to any specific story about him, and thus

do not justify the postulation of a lost incident in the original Mahābhārata.
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%us the MV can be understood as an adaptation and expansion of
the original Mahābhārata legends about Gha

˙
totkaca, partly by way of a

“contaminatio” (Pavolini : ) with other epic materials, but largely
derived from the poet’s imagination. In particular, as we will see below, it
builds on the author’s own interpretation of Gha

˙
totkaca’s character.

Approaches to the$e Middle Brother

%e MV can be read and analyzed on various levels. From the traditional
point of view, it would be evaluated in terms of its technical designation as
a vyāyoga or “Heroic Drama,” which is defined in the Daśarūpa (.) as
a one-act play in which several well-known male characters do battle over
something other than a woman, the dominant emotions (rasa) are of the
passionate (dı̄pta) type, and the action takes place within a single day.12 %e
MV fits this definition perfectly; so much so, in fact, that one might suspect
that it served as the model for the definition rather than as an examplar
thereof.13

From a modern point of view, the MV is, most obviously, an archetypal
oedipal drama. On this point,Woolner and Sarup remark rather laconically
in the introduction to their translation (p. ) that “%e motif of a father
meeting and sometimes fighting his own son unawares is familiar.” Still, for
all its striking parallels with the Oedipus legend, the MV shows in at least
two significant respects characteristically Indian features. First, as Woolner
and Sarup (ibid.) note, “%at a hero should find a son in such a monster
seems original.” %e second and more important difference is the culmi-
nation in a recognition and reconciliation between father and son; this,
in keeping with the conventions of the Sanskrit drama, which, with rare
exceptions (notably the Kar

˙
nabhāra, also attributed to Bhāsa) ends happily.

In other ways too, the MV resonates with universal archetypes. %e
motif of a parent commanded to sacrifice his/her own child reminds us,
in the western tradition, of the legend of Abraham and Isaac; or, even more
apposite, of the now proverbial “Sophie’s Choice” of the parent who, like

12) khyātetiv
˚
rtto vyāyoga

˙
h khyātoddhatanarā́sraya

˙
h

hı̄no garbhavimaŕsābhyā
˙
m dı̄ptā

˙
h syur

˙
dimavad rasā

˙
h

astrı̄nimittasa
˙
mgrāmo jāmadagnyajaye yathā

ekāhācaritaikāṅko vyāyogo bahubhir narai
˙
h.

13) Unni (: ) suggests that the original meaning of the title may have been “the
interception of Madhyama rather than suggesting the type of the drama.”
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the old Brahman Keśavadāsa, must choose which child will live and which
will die. %is dilemma in turn evokes the motif of the rejected middle
child, best known in Indian literature in the famous legend of Śuna

˙
hśepa

in the Aitareya-brāhma
˙
na. Śuna

˙
hśepa was the middle of three sons of the

impoverished sage Aj̄ıgarta, who had to sell one of his sons to Rohita as a
sacrificial victim to save the others from starvation. Exactly as in theMV (as
pointed out by Brückner : ), Aj̄ıgarta protects his eldest son, while
his wife saves the youngest, leaving the middle one to be the victim.14 Rao
() pointed out that the Gautama Dharmasūtra prescribes an inferior
inheritance for the middle brother, amounting to what is left over from the
legacy of the eldest and youngest brothers. Furthermore, according to Rao
(p. ), “the middle son (or sons) is even now not allowed to perform
the obsequies, he (or they) is only permitted to silently look on, while
the eldest and youngest actually recite the mantras and participate in the
spiritual rites.”%us it would seem that the rejection of the middle son was
a persistent issue in Indian tradition, even as it is in some modern families
today.

$e Middle Brother as a Drama of Mistaken Identity

In terms of literary themes, however, the MV can be considered on two
other levels: first, as a drama of mistaken identity, and second as a character
study. It is these two separate but intertwined aspects of the play which
I propose to analyze in the rest of this paper, especially with a view to
revealing the subtleties of construction and rhetoric which the author uses
to enhance their dramatic effect.

As a drama of mistaken identity, the MV actually turns on not one
but two confusions: the confusion between the two “middle brothers”
(the brahman boy and Bhı̄masena), and the misunderstanding between
Bhı̄masena and Gha

˙
totkaca as to their real identities and relationship.

Although these are essentially distinct incidents (the first being something

14) Aitareya-brāhma
˙
na VII.., sa jye

˙
s
˙
tham putra

˙
m nig

˚
rh
˙
nāna uvaca, na nv imam iti, no

evemam iti kani
˙
s
˙
tham mātā. tau ha madhyame sampādayā

˙
m cakratu

˙
h śuna

˙
h́sepe (He held

back the eldest son, saying, “Not this one”; the mother [held back] the youngest, saying “nor
this one.” So they agreed upon the middle one, Śuna

˙
hśepa); compareMV  /, [v

˚
rddha

˙
h:]

jye
˙
s
˙
tham i

˙
s
˙
tataman na śaknomi parityaktum. [brāhma

˙
nı̄:] jaha ayyo je

˙
t
˙
tham icchadi taha aha

˙
m

pi ka
˙
ni
˙
t
˙
tham icchāmi ([%e old man:] “I cannot give up my oldest son, who is dearest to

me.” [%e Brahman wife:] “Just as my husband wants [to save] the eldest, so I too want the
youngest.”).
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of a dramatic decoy, or in traditional terms an upakathā),15 the poet clev-
erly intertwines them at the critical juncture of Bhı̄masena’s first appearance
on stage ( /). Here Gha

˙
totkaca calls out to the brahman boy, “Hey,

Middle One, come along right now!” (bho madhyama madhyama, ś̄ıghram
āgaccha). Bhı̄masena, thinking that someone is calling him, enters and asks
“Whose voice is this?” (kasyāyam svara

˙
h?), thereby setting the stage for the

second identity confusion, which is of course the central subject matter
(mukhyakathā) of the play. Of course, the confusion as to the identities of
the various characters is only in the minds of the characters themselves, not
of the audience.%e author makes no attempt to hide them from his audi-
ence, and their relationships would in any case be well known to it. %e
suspense of the mistaken identities thus does not involve any revelation to
the audience, but rather turns on when the characters themselves will rec-
ognize each other. %is ironic technique, of course, engages the audience’s
interest and sympathy just as effectively as a mystery in which crucial infor-
mation is withheld from them.16

$e Middle Brother as a Character Drama

Although technically Bhı̄masena is the hero (nāyaka) of the MV, in terms
of character development the real focus of interest is the half-human, half-
demon Gha

˙
totkaca. For it is in the portrayal of the inner conflicts which

torment this congenially schizophrenic figure that the author achieves his
highest effect. Ultimately, the theme of mistaken identity serves to under-
score the dilemma of Gha

˙
totkaca’s split personality, wherein his demonic

side clouds his mind and renders him unable to recognize his father, and
hence his own humanity, leading to the climactic battle scene. Indeed,
throughout the play, these principal themes are subtly interwoven, con-
stantly building on one another. For example, the paradox of Gha

˙
totkaca’s

character is subliminally introduced by the poet right from the beginning.

15) Pusalker : .
16) %e ironic technique is in general characteristic of Sanskrit drama, whose plot material is
typically based on well-known lore (for example, the innumerable Rāmāya

˙
na plays), so that

there is little doubt as to what will happen; the audience’s anticipation rests rather on how
the author will present the familiar tale. One notable exception is Śūdraka’s M

˚
rcchaka

˙
tika

(“%e Little Clay Cart”), which is something like a real suspense drama and which, not
surprisingly, is a perennial favorite with modern audiences.
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%e play proper begins with a series of verses (–) spoken by the old
brahman and his three sons in turn, each describing Gha

˙
totkaca in terms

typically applicable to a rāk
˙
sasa: his hair is as wild as the rays of the rising

sun, his long eyes burn red beneath his frowning brows, etc.17 Yet, we begin
to see right away that Gha

˙
totkaca is something other than an ordinary

demon, for as soon as he has addressed the brahman (), the old man
remarks to his sons that “His words show some powers of reason” (savimaŕsā
hy asya vā

˙
nı̄). His impression is confirmed by Gha

˙
totkaca’s response in

verse , where he explains that “I know that brahmans must always be
revered above all, everywhere on earth; yet I must now do this dreadful deed
despite my doubts, for such is my mother’s command” (jānāmi sarvatra
sadā ca nāma dvijottamā

˙
h pūjyatamā

˙
h p
˚
rthivyām / akāryam etac ca mayādya

kāryam mātur niyogād apanı̄ya śaṅkā
˙
h). Clearly this is no ordinary monster;

his conscience—the human half of his nature—makes him realize the evil
he is about to do, even as his mother—representing his demonic half—
compels him to do it nonetheless.18

Gha
˙
totkaca’s duality is equally apparent in the following scene, where

he commands the old brahman to give over his middle son for sacrifice.
%e brahman says to Gha

˙
totkaca “How terribly demonic are your words”

( /, atirāk
˙
sasam khalu te vacanam). But Gha

˙
totkaca’s reaction is hardly

demonic; for it is his human side which answers “Please excuse me, sir;
this is just my wicked nature” (mar

˙
sayatu bhavān mar

˙
sayatu, aya

˙
m me

prak
˚
rtido

˙
sah). Once again, Gha

˙
totkaca is aware of his demonic side, but

struggles in vain to control it.
%e complexity of Gha

˙
totkaca’s character is further developed when

Bhı̄masena arrives on scene to confront him. Like the old Brahman Keśa-
vadāsa, but more immediately and clearly, Bhı̄masena recognizes that Gha-

˙
totkaca is no ordinary demon. His very first words upon seeing him are

17) %e theme of identity confusion is also hinted at in this opening portion, as each of these
descriptive verses is introduced with the question “Now who can this be?” (ko nu khalv e

˙
sa
˙
h,

etc.).
18) %e inherent duality of Gha

˙
totkaca’s nature is also touched upon in the other play

attributed to Bhāsa wherein he figures as a major character, namely the Dūtagha
˙
totkaca

(“Gha
˙
totkaca the Messenger”), especially in verses –. In the first verse of this pas-

sage (c), Duryodhana mockingly refers to Gha
˙
totkaca’s rāk

˙
sasa ancestry (tava darpo

māt
˚
rpak

˙
sograrūpo); Gha

˙
totkaca responds that, monstrous and cruel as they may be, even

demons do not commit atrocities like those of the Kauravas (cd, na ca sutavadha
˙
m sa

˙
mkhye

kartu
˙
m smaranti nísācarā vik

˚
rtavapu

˙
so ’py ugrācārā gh

˚
r
˙
nā na tu varjitā). But in the following

verses (–), he is unable to control his demonic temper, and threatens to kill anyone
who opposes him (cd, utti

˙
s
˙
thatu pumān káscid gantum icched yamālayam).
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hardly the sort of terms normally applied to a rāk
˙
sasa: “Oh, what a hand-

some man is he!” ( /, aho daŕsanı̄yo ’ya
˙
m puru

˙
sa
˙
h). It is noteworthy

that the poet chooses to put in Bhı̄masena’s mouth the word puru
˙
sa, which

can denote both a “person” in general, but also more specifically a (male)
human being; the ambiguity in this case is surely intentional.

In his description of Gha
˙
totkaca in the following verse, Bhı̄masena

reveals more clearly his suspicions as to the demon’s real nature: “Clearly,
this is the mighty son of some great hero, born of a demoness” (d,
suvyakta

˙
m rāk

˙
sas̄ıjo vipulabalayuto lokavı̄rasya putra

˙
h). His instinctive sym-

pathy for his son, as yet unrecognized, is further foreshadowed by his calling
him a little later on tapasvı̄, “poor thing” ( /). Gha

˙
totkaca similarly

betrays a vague sense of recognition of his father upon first seeing him:
“He draws my eye, as if he were some kinsman come to see me” (d,
netre mamāharati bandhur ivāgato ’yam). Later, he comes very close to the
truth when he declares, with unconscious irony, that he would not violate
his mother’s command and release the brahman boy, “[even] if my own
father commands it” (b, bravı̄ti yadi me pitā). But his demonic nature
still clouds his mind, so that he cannot see the truth even as it literally
stands before his eyes.

Such is not the case, of course, for Bhı̄masena, who soon realizes whom
he is dealing with. When he asks Gha

˙
totkaca ( /) who this mother

of his is, whom he reveres so highly, Gha
˙
totkaca replies that she is the

demoness Hi
˙
dimba, “the one whowas the companion of the great Pā

˙
n
˙
dava”

(bc, pā
˙
n
˙
davena mahātmanā sanāthā yā). Bhı̄masena then says to himself,

“So, this is the son of Hi
˙
dimbā” ( /, eva

˙
m, hi

˙
dimbāyā

˙
h putro ’yam). At

this point it is clear that he knows that he is confronting his own son,19 and
in what follows he tests Gha

˙
totkaca’s powers, both mental and physical, as

in this dialogue ( /):

Gha
˙
totkaca: Do you recognize me, sir? (ki

˙
m mā

˙
m pratyabhijānı̄te bhavān)

Bhı̄masena: Yes, I know you are my son. (matputra iti jāne)20

19) Woolner and Sarup (: ) think that in the battle scene which ensues Bhı̄masena
and Gha

˙
totkaca still “do not know each other”; but this hardly seems possible, as Bhı̄masena

has already made it clear that he knows his son. Krishnamachariar and Srinivasachariar’s
understanding (: ) of the recognition (apparently quoting a work by Jyotiscandra
Ghatak, cited on p. , n. , which is not available to me) errs in the opposite direction:
“Just then Bhı̄masena came on the scene and in the course of the fighting with Gha

˙
totkaca,

they recognised each other as father and son.”
20) Brückner translates these two lines as “Erkennt mich der Ehrwürdige [als Gegner]
an?”—“Ich [er]kenne dich als meinen Sohn,” noting (:  n. ), with a sensitivity
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Gha
˙
totkaca: What do you mean, I am your son? (katha

˙
m katha

˙
m tava putro

’ham)
Bhı̄masena:What’s this, he’s getting angry? Calm yourself, sir.We k

˙
satriyas call

all our subjects ‘son.’ %at’s all I meant to say. (katha
˙
m ru

˙
syati. mar

˙
sayatu

mar
˙
sayatu bhavān. sarvā

˙
h prajā

˙
h k
˙
satrı̄yā

˙
nā
˙
m putrásabdenābhidhı̄yante. ata

eva
˙
m mayābhihitam).

But Gha
˙
totkaca cannot quite catch the teasing hints thrown out to him

by Bhı̄masena (compare the further development of this theme in –
 /); once again his half-human intelligence brings him to the brink
of understanding, but the dullness of his demonic side keeps him from
grasping it. And so the two join in oedipal battle, but the fight is inevitably
inconclusive, for father and son are too evenly matched for either to be able
to gain the advantage over the other. Gha

˙
totkaca attacks Bhı̄masena with

a tree trunk and a mountain peak ( /), but Bhı̄masena is unscathed.
%en they join in hand-to-hand combat (niyuddha, d), but again come to
a draw ( /). Even when Gha

˙
totkaca invokes the magic noose which he

received from his mother ( /; māt
˚
rprasādalabdho māyāpā́sa

˙
h), Bhı̄ma-

sena frees himself with a corresponding noose-releasing mantra which he
got fromMaheśvara ( /;mahésvaraprasādalabdho māyāpā́samok

˙
so man-

tra
˙
h).

Refinements of Poetic Technique

Before going on to discuss the denouement and the final reconciliation of
father and son, let us step back for a moment and examine the details of the
poetic technique which the author uses to subtly reinforce his twin themes
of Gha

˙
totkaca’s split personality and his half-concealed resemblance to his

father. Among the more obvious strategies which underline the intimate
connections of the opponents in the battle scene are the two split verses
( and )21 which are recited in dialogue form, half by Gha

˙
totkaca and

half by Bhı̄masena.While the technique of dividing verses between speakers
has been noted as characteristic of “Bhāsa’s” style in general,22 it is evidently
used here with the particular intention of hinting at the special connection
between the rivals.

that is characteristic of her translation, “Wortspiel mit “anerkennen” und “wiedererkennen”
(jñā, pratyabhijñā).”
21) Compare n.  in Brückner’s edition (–: ).
22) See Keith : .
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But this effect is also achieved in other, less obvious ways. %e first
of these techniques is a pattern of repetition or echoing of similar or
identical phrases by the two principal characters. We have already seen
how, upon first seeing his lost son Gha

˙
totkaca, Bhı̄masena instinctively

recognizes his essential humanity, saying “Oh, what a handsome man is
he!” ( /, aho daŕsanı̄yo ’ya

˙
m puru

˙
sa
˙
h). Shortly afterwards, Gha

˙
totkaca

repeats these very words (–) as he first lays eyes on Bhı̄masena. More-
over, the verses which follow each of these two exclamations ( and 
respectively), spoken by each of the characters in describing the other,
are clearly designed to mirror one another. Bhı̄masena’s description of
Gha

˙
totkaca opens with a reference to his “lion’s face” (a, si

˙
mhāsyas);

the first word of Gha
˙
totkaca’s description of Bhı̄masena is similarly “lion-

bodied” (a, si
˙
mhāk

˚
rti
˙
h). %e rest of these two verses continue the par-

allelism, referring in similar terms to the eyes (a, madhunibhanayanas
/ c, vikasitāmbujapatranetro), waist (c, vajramadhyo / b, madhye
tanur), and arms (c, lambapı̄nā

˙
msabāhu

˙
h / a, kanakatālasamānabāhur)

of Gha
˙
totkaca and Bhı̄masena respectively.

Such echoing continues throughout the confrontation scene. When
Bhı̄masena learns who Gha

˙
totkaca is, he remarks to himself (ātmagatam)

“%en fitting indeed is his pride” ( /, sad
˚
ŕso hy asya garva

˙
h). Shortly

thereafter, when Bhı̄masena tells Gha
˙
totkaca that he is a k

˙
satriya, the latter

comments “So that’s why he’s so proud!” ( /, tena [v.l. tenāsya] garva
˙
h).

And in the same passage, when Bhı̄masena declares his intention to sacrifice
himself in place of the Brahman boy, his explanation that “Brahmans, to
be sure, must be revered above all” (pūjyatamā

˙
h khalu brāhma

˙
nā
˙
h) echoes

Gha
˙
totkaca’s words uttered much earlier, “Brahmans must be revered above

all” (b, dvijottamā
˙
h pūjyatamā

˙
h). Later in the same passage, Bhı̄masena

again repeats word for word what his son had said in order to calm the old
brahman ( /) before Bhı̄masena had arrived on the scene: “What’s this,
he’s getting angry? Calm yourself, sir” ( /, katha

˙
m ru

˙
syati, mar

˙
sayatu

mar
˙
sayatu bhavān).23
Several other examples could be cited of similar or identical phrases

spoken by Gha
˙
totkaca and Bhı̄masena; to mention only one more case,

in the battle scene ( /), both of them say to themselves “What shall I

23) So, at least, in the Trivandrummanuscript.%e Tripunithura manuscript has in the first
instance a slightly different word order,mar

˙
sayatu bhavān mar

˙
sayatu (Brückner –:

 n. ), but the difference is in case trivial.
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do now?” (ki
˙
m idānı̄

˙
m kari

˙
sye?).24%ese instances should suffice to establish

an intentional pattern of echoing in the words of father and son. It should
be emphasized that in most if not all of these cases one of them is repeating
words which he had not heard the other speak. By this technique the
author drops hints to his audience about the inevitable force of heredity
on character; he reminds us that, despite the superficially very different
appearances of the father and son, blood is always thicker than water.

%e second technique whereby the author underlines and reinforces his
central theme involves another kind of refinement of word choice. %is
is the insertion at strategic points of key words suggesting the underlying
theme of family resemblance. %e most important of these key words25 is
sad
˚
ŕsa, ‘like,’ ‘fitting,’ or ‘appropriate,’ which appears no less than nine times

in this short play, and always in significant contexts.26
%e first sad

˚
ŕsa is spoken by Gha

˙
totkaca in  /, where he declares in

reference to the brahman boy, whose name he has just learned, “ ‘Middle
One’; now that’s a fitting name for him!” (madhyama iti sad

˚
ŕsam asya).

%e position of this first occurrence of the key word is strategic in that
Bhı̄masena makes his first appearance on stage right after Gha

˙
totkaca utters

it. Moreover, this sad
˚
ŕsa is immediately echoed by Bhı̄masena himself, who

remarks that Gha
˙
totkaca’s voice is “very much like Dhanañjaya’s” (d,

bahusad
˚
ŕso hi dhanañjayasya śabda

˙
h). In this way the author marks sad

˚
ŕsa

as a key word from the outset, at the same time that he introduces the
pattern of echoing in the utterances of father and son.

%e next two occurrences of this key word are spoken by Bhı̄masena after
he has ascertained Gha

˙
totkaca’s identity, “%en fitting indeed is his pride”

( /, sad
˚
ŕso hy asya garva

˙
h), and in the immediately following verse,

where he comments (still speaking to himself ) that Gha
˙
totkaca’s appearance

and strength are “very much like his elders’ ” (b, pit
˚
rbhis sad

˚
ŕsam bahu).

%e collocation here of the key words sad
˚
ŕsa and pit

˚
r (‘father’ or, in the

plural, ‘elders’) is especially significant and, as we will see shortly, is to recur
at other crucial points.

24) In Devadhar’s edition, they both say “What shall I do now? All right, I see” (ki
˙
m idānı̄

˙
m

kari
˙
sye? bhavatu, d

˚
r
˙
s
˙
tam), but the manuscript justification for this, if any, is not clear; see

nn.  and  in Brückner’s edition (p. ).
25) Other words with similar meanings and connotations, such as sama ‘same’ (a, d)
and upapanna ‘appropriate’ ( /), are used to similar effect, though less persistently.
26) Although the most literal, etymological sense of this word, ‘looking-like’ (sa-d

˚
ŕsa), does

not apply in the present case of Bhı̄masena and Gha
˙
totkaca, its conventional meaning,

‘similar,’ is all the more appropriate.
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Sad
˚
ŕsa recurs four more times in the sequence of verses –, wherein

(as discussed above) Bhı̄masena teasingly tests Gha
˙
totkaca, who cannot

quite comprehend his adversary’s identity. After Bhı̄masena has explained
that he called Gha

˙
totkaca “my son” only because this is the customary

form of address used by k
˙
satriyas, Gha

˙
totkaca accuses him of “taking the

cowards’ weapon” ( /, bhı̄tānām āyudha
˙
m g

˚
rhı̄tam). Bhı̄masena sar-

castically responds that he does not know the meaning of the word “fear”
(a, bhaya

˙
m na jāne), but that if his opponent would explain it to him,

he would try to “act accordingly” (c, sad
˚
ŕsam prapatsye). In the next

verse he repeats the key word twice in refusing Gha
˙
totkaca’s challenge

to arm himself: “%is right arm of mine, like a golden pillar … is fit
enough weapon for me” (, kāñcanastambhasad

˚
ŕso … ayan tu dak

˙
si
˙
no

bāhur āyudha
˙
m sad

˚
ŕsam27mama). Gha

˙
totkaca responds that this would be

an appropriate thing (upapannam; see n. ) for his father Bhı̄masena to
say, and Bhı̄masena asks “whom is this father of yours like?” (d, kena te
sad
˚
ŕsa
˙
h pitā). %us in this sequence of three verses Bhı̄masena (or rather,

the playwright speaking through him) plays on the key word sad
˚
ŕsa, as if

to drop further hints for his thick-witted son; and it is significant here
that the last of these four sad

˚
ŕsas is again linked with the word “father”,

as it was in verse b (pit
˚
rbhis sad

˚
ŕsam bahu), as if to provide yet another

hint.
For the ninth and final occurrence of this key word, we now turn to

the denouement. After the inconclusive battle between father and son,
Bhı̄masena agrees to come along peacefully with Gha

˙
totkaca to Hi

˙
dimbā.

%ere the former lovers recognize each other ( /–), and Hi
˙
dimbā

finally explains to Gha
˙
totkaca who Bhı̄masena is (). All is forgiven on

all sides, and the old brahman blesses the half-human monster with the
words “Be like your father in virtue and glory” ( /, pit

˚
rsad

˚
ŕsagu

˙
nakı̄rtir

bhava). %us the final sad
˚
ŕsa repeats the key phrase “like (your) father,”

already heard twice before; but this time it is a blessing (and a brahman’s
blessing at that), instead of hint or a foreshadowing. In this sense, the
development of the key word parallels the development of the character of

27) Here Devadhar’s edition has sahaja
˙
m, with sad

˚
ŕsa

˙
m given in a footnote. But according

to Brückner’s critical apparatus (–:  n. ) the reading of the Trivandrum
manuscript here (in the Tripunithura manuscript the folio which would have contained this
passage is missing; ibid., p.  n. ) is sad

˚
ŕsam, and the source of Devadhar’s sahaja

˙
m is

unclear.
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Gha
˙
totkacain the drama as a whole, culminating in the final vindication of

his human side—that is to say, the part of him which is “like his father.”28
In this way, the author of the MV manages to finally remove the duality

which surrounded the character of Gha
˙
totkaca in the Mahābhārata, a

duality which was explicitly brought out in K
˚
r
˙
s
˙
na’s denunciation of him

after his death at the hands of Kar
˙
na (see n. ). Gha

˙
totkaca’s ambiguous

status as a half-demon on the one hand and a faithful ally of the Pā
˙
n
˙
davas

on the other is finally reconciled by this presentation of the triumph of
Gha

˙
totkaca’s paternal, human half. Such cleaning up or disambiguation of

epic themes is typical of their reworkings at the hands of classical dramatists,
as for example in Bhavabhūti’s Mahāvı̄racarita where the Rāmāya

˙
na legend

is remodeled so that the Kaikeyı̄’s demands from Daśaratha are made out
to be nothing but the deceptive machinations of the villain Rāva

˙
na.29

Some Comparisons and Conclusions

%e author of the MV accomplishes this reconciliation of Gha
˙
totkaca’s

dilemma with considerable subtlety, as we have seen, despite the superficial
simplicity of this little play. His careful choices and arrangements of spe-
cially marked words and phrases is designed to reward the attention and add
to the enjoyment of a careful reader or listener; for, although they become
evident upon close examination, they are by no means obvious in a casual
reading of the play. Although such techniques of structure and word selec-
tion are not a point of focus in traditional Sanskrit literary criticism, they
are nonetheless characteristic of at least some Sanskrit authors. For exam-
ple, in a previous article (Salomon ) I have attempted to point out
some similar strategies applied by Aśvagho

˙
sa, the acknowledged master of

the early kāvya tradition, in his Buddhist mahākāvya, the Saundarananda.
In particular, I discussed (pp. –) his employment of the key word
technique in a manner that is more or less parallel to that used in the

28) %e “sad
˚
ŕsa” and “madhyama” themes are also used in another play attributed to Bhāsa,

the Pañcarātra, in a similar context and manner (II.– /). Here Abhimanyu, as a
prisoner, confronts his uncle Bhı̄masena in disguise. Abhimanyu asks, “Are you my middle
uncle [i.e. Bhı̄masena]? Such words are fitting for him” (bc, ki

˙
m bhavān madhyamas tātas

tasyaitat sad
˚
ŕsa

˙
m vaca

˙
h). After Bhı̄masena reveals himself, he blesses Abhimanyu with the

words “Be like your father in valor” ( /, pit
˚
rsad

˚
ŕsaparākramo bhava).

29) Keith : .
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Madhyama-vyāyoga, and argued that “such repetition of identical or cog-
nate words … is not random … but rather intentional and strategic. In a
highly developed and polished language like classical Sanskrit, where the
author has available long lists of synonyms or semi-synonyms …, it is the
repetition of a given word, and not the use of different words, that should
be considered the marked category.”

However, it remains to be seen how often this strategy is employed in
formal Sanskrit literature overall. For the time being, the two cases under
discussion here are the only outstanding ones which I have observed; but
there surely remain more, perhaps many more, to be found. %us, Indira
Peterson has pointed out a few instances of similar strategic repetitions in
Bhāravi’s Kirātārjunı̄ya where, for example, “Semantically related words,
derived from the root tap (to burn), highlight the theme” (: ), or
“%e women’s delicacy is stressed in the recurrent floral imagery related to
the verb dhū-, to shake” (ibid., p. ).

If, as I hope the reader will be convinced, these key words and related
structural devices are in fact strategic and not merely the result of random
coincidence,30 it may be asked why they have not (as far as I am aware) been
observed and discussed by indigenous critics. But this is not a compelling
objection, for, as noted by Peterson (ibid., p. ), traditional literary critics
in the Sanskrit tradition were largely locked into a “preoccupation …
with the structure of the stanza,” so that issues such as the ones under
consideration here, extending beyond the boundaries of the individual
stanza, tended not to come within their purview. But their blinders need
not limit our inquiries, and I heartily agree with Peterson (ibid.) that
“Having attended to the theorists, we also need to go beyond them,” and be
aware of “the sometimes enormous gaps between prescription and practice,
between practice and criticism, in Sanskrit kāvya.”31

30) It could of course still be argued that the repetitions discussed here are merely random
or insignificant, perhaps nothing more than subconscious echoes in the poet’s memory of
his own previous words. But I hope that I have disproven this, and will not argue the point
further. Similar interpretations of related devices involving strategic repetition and variation
in Biblical Hebrew were in fact challenged by Yair Hoffman on the grounds that they are
no more than “the exercise of fanciful ingenuity” (Alter : ). Although I agree with
Alter’s rejection of such criticisms, one can see how they might be entertained in reference
to Biblical Hebrew where, as will be discussed below, repetition is the rule rather than the
exception; but in Sanskrit kāvya where lexical repetition is very much the exception, it is
much less likely to be random or insignificant.
31) Neither Peterson nor I intended this as a denigration of traditional Indian criticism.
For example, as she points out (p. ) with reference to Williams : ix–xii (esp. p. xi),
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Finally, it should be briefly noted that “key word” and related con-
structions are by no means unique to or especially characteristic of San-
skrit literature. Indeed, such techniques are probably present, to some
extent and in some form or other, in most if not all literatures. For exam-
ple, Kawin (: –) discusses “dark(ness)” as a “key word” in King
Lear. But a particularly interesting and highly developed use of the key
word technique is to be found in Biblical Hebrew, and this has been
discussed at length by various critics. According to Alter, “%is kind of
word-motif … is one of the most common features of the narrative art
of the Bible” (: ), and is “typically used …, in larger narrative
units, to sustain a thematic development and to establish instructive con-
nections between seemingly disparate episodes,” involving the “signifi-
cant recurrence of a few key-words over long stretches of text” (ibid.,
p. ). %ese characterizations could be applied equally well, word for
word, to the key word techniques in the Saundarananda and Madhyama-
vyāyoga.

By way of example of instances in biblical prose32 of key word manipula-
tion, Alter (: xxi–iii)33 shows how that the word “hand” (Hebrew yad )
occurs repeatedly in the stories of Joseph being cast into a pit by his brother
and being tempted by the pharaoh’s wife (Genesis  and  respectively)
as a “focusing device that both defines and complicates the moral themes
of the story” (p. xxii). Similarly, Fishbane (: –) notes a series of
key words in the story of Jacob and Esau in Genesis –, such as “bless”
(barekh), “brother” (’a

˙
h), and “voice” (qol). With regard to the latter key

word, Fishbane remarks (p. ) that “%is emphasis on the qol is espe-
cially significant in a text whose pathos centers around Isaac’s poor vision.
Accordingly, the action of the text focuses less on visual images than on the
senses of smelling, feeling, and hearing.” Here we have a key word, “voice,”
which is especially relevant to a central character, the aged and blind Isaac,
just as in the Madhyama-vyāyoga the key word “like” (sad

˚
ŕsa) was strategi-

cally appropriate to the underlying “likeness” of the two central characters,
Gha

˙
totkaca and Bhı̄masena.

ancient Roman critics also ignored entire dimensions of Latin poetry. No doubt the same
could be said, in various degrees and respects, of all critical traditions; we all have our blind
spots.
32) For examples in Biblical poetry see, e.g., Alter : –.
33) Also discussed in Alter : –.
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For all that key words function in similar ways in biblical Hebrew and
in Sanskrit kāvya, there are also, to be sure, some major differences. Most
important is the fundamental difference in lexical character between Bib-
lical Hebrew and classical Sanskrit. For the Hebrew of the Bible, and espe-
cially of the Torah or Pentateuch, shows a “relative paucity of vocabulary” in
a “conventionally delimited language” (Alter : xxix); this in contrast
to classical Sanskrit, in which, unlike Hebrew but like most other devel-
oped literary languages, “lexical variation is the norm” (Peterson :
). In contrast to “the extraordinary prominence of verbatim repetition
in the Bible” (Alter : ), “A major principle of kāvya is the avoid-
ance at every level, of linearity, symmetry, and repetition of an obvious
kind …. Words are replaced by synonyms or varied in form, not repeated”
(Peterson : ). %us it is not surprising that key-word and related
techniques of strategic repetition are so frequent and prominent in the
Bible that they have been denoted (by Martin Buber and Franz Rosen-
zweig) by a special technical term, Leitwortstil. In Sanskrit, in contrast, the
key word technique is used only in special, limited, and apparently fairly
rare circumstances, which lends it a special effect, power and subtlety of its
own.

In the Hebrew Bible, “the ideal reader (originally, listener) is expected
to attend closely to the constantly emerging differences in a medium that
seems predicated on constant recurrence” (Alter : ); that is to say, it
is subtle contextual variations in repetitions of words, phrases and motifs,
or “purposeful minute variations of verbatim repetition” (ibid., p. ) that
lend deeper levels of meaning.%is, in contrast to Sanskrit kāvya, where it
is the repetition of any but the most common function-words which is
marked for special attention. Yet, for all that the patterns are opposites in
this regard, they ultimately function in the same way: they both reward the
careful listener/reader with a deeper understanding of the text and a richer
aesthetic experience.
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